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CO Adsorption study of V/SiO2: the low vanadium coverage regime
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Abstract
Adsorption of CO and its isotopic mixtures on vanadium particles in the very low coverage growth regime (0.02–0.05 MLV) on
an ultra-thin ordered silica ﬁlm is monitored by IRAS at 60 K. At diﬀerent CO exposures, development of diﬀerent vibrational peaks
was observed. These peaks are assigned to either mono- or tri-carbonyl species [V(CO)x ; x ¼ 1; 3] via isotopic mixture experiments.
Comparing vanadium growth both on the alumina and silica ﬁlms, it can be inferred from CO adsorption experiments that the
metal–support interaction is weaker for vanadium growth on the silica ﬁlm. The charge transfer between the vanadium metal center
and the silica ﬁlm is estimated based on a charge–frequency relationship to be +0.4e.
Ó 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Heterogeneous catalysts are widely used in many industrial processes. In general, selectivities of heterogeneous catalysts are poor as compared to those of
homogeneous catalyst counterparts. The ultimate goal
in heterogeneous catalysis is then to make catalysts that
can produce selectivities and reactivities approaching
100%. An emergence of the so-called ‘single-site’ heterogeneous catalysts is for instance a result of the determination to fulﬁll that goal. Single-site heterogeneous
catalysis is a novel ﬁeld and has been receiving a lot of
attention recently [1–4]. One possibility, for example, to
realize this idea is to transfer homogeneous catalysts
uniformly onto solid supports. By anchoring these catalysts on the supports, one hopes to not only retain the
desired advantages provided by a homogeneous catalyst
but also gain the necessary characteristics of a heterogeneous catalyst. In order to prepare these catalysts
successfully, the choice of the support plays a very
critical role because it should not alter the desired reactivity of the catalytic center and simultaneously
guarantee uniform distribution of the anchored sites on
the surface of the support. Furthermore, pretreating
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conditions of the support as shown in the literature [1]
can dictate the ﬁnal properties of these catalysts. In
analogy to the example given above, isolated metal atoms can be produced on a solid support under ultrahigh
vacuum condition where systematic, well-deﬁned characterizations are possible. These single metal atoms can
potentially serve as a precursor for a single-site heterogeneous catalyst.
The development of thin ordered oxide ﬁlms (Al2 O3 /
NiAl(1 1 0) [5], SiO2 /Mo(1 1 2) [6], etc.) in our group has
provided many possibilities to explore a number of
model catalyst studies [7–10]. These well-deﬁned oxide
ﬁlms have served as model supports upon which the
active materials can grow, allowing also the study of the
inﬂuence of the support. Previously, Pd [7–9] and vanadium particles [10] growth on both the alumina
(Al2 O3 /NiAl(1 1 0)) and silica (SiO2 /Mo(1 1 2)) ﬁlms exempliﬁed how diﬀerent supports can aﬀect the morphologies and properties of these particles. Isolated
single metal particles are obtained when deposition is
carried out at very low metal coverages and/or at low
substrate temperatures. These single-particle species can
be probed indirectly by CO adsorption experiments.
This was demonstrated in the cases of Pd, Rh, Ir and V
deposited on Al2 O3 /NiAl(1 1 0) [7,8,10].
Recently, the study of vanadium particles deposited
on the alumina ﬁlm was performed via STM, XPS and
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IRAS [10]. Single vanadium atoms were probed by CO
adsorption in that study. Infrared results of CO adsorbed on V/SiO2 where the deposition temperature was
90 K were also presented. However, the temperature was
too high to obtain single vanadium metal atoms on the
silica ﬁlm because of the high mobility on this substrate.
In this study, we investigate V particle growth at low
vanadium coverages (0.02–0.05 MLV) on the wellordered crystalline silica ﬁlm (SiO2 /Mo(1 1 0)) at 60 K.
These particles are characterized by CO adsorption experiments. A comparison with the data formerly obtained from V/Al2 O3 grown at 300 K is also presented in
order to gain more insight into the role of support.

2. Experimental
All the experiments were performed in an ultra-high
vacuum system with a base pressure of 2  1010 Torr or
below. The system is equipped with LEED, an XPS/
UPS setup, an Omicron variable temperature STM, and
a Bruker IFS 66v/S infrared spectrometer. The latter
setup is used in a reﬂection absorption geometry, where
the angle of reﬂection is set to 84°. X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a twin-anode
X-ray source and a Scienta SEC 200 concentric hemispherical electron energy analyzer.
The Mo(1 1 2) sample is cleaned by annealing the
crystal in 2  106 Torr O2 at 1600 K for 10 min, followed by ﬂashing the sample to 2200 K to remove excessive oxide layer. The cleanliness is checked with
LEED and XPS. The sample is cooled to 90 K with liquid N2 and at 60 K with liquid He. The silica ﬁlm
preparation was carried out according to the previously
described procedure [6]. Vanadium is evaporated from a
vanadium rod (>99.9%), which is heated by electron
bombardment. The deposition rate is calibrated with a
microbalance to be approximately 0.009 ML/s. The
substrate is also biased at the same potential as the V
rod to avoid sputtering the ﬁlm by V ions. Carbon
monoxide is obtained from AGA with 99.997% purity.
It is puriﬁed by a liquid nitrogen trap and dosed through
a pinhole doser.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. V/SiO2 at 300 and 90 K
The infrared spectra of CO at saturation adsorbed on
the vanadium particles deposited on the silica ﬁlm (V/
SiO2 ) at 300 and 90 K are displayed in Fig. 1. In the
same ﬁgure a spectrum of CO adsorbed on the alumina
supported vanadium particles (V/Al2 O3 ) deposited at
300 K is also included. The spectrum of CO/V/SiO2 (300
K) displays two infrared peaks at 2139 and 2178 cm1 .

Fig. 1. Infrared spectra of CO saturated vanadium particles grown at
90 and 300 K on alumina and silica (see the right side of the ﬁgure).

These two peaks appear rather broad (FWHM  50
cm1 ). The broad feature is typical for CO adsorption
on large disordered aggregates. At 90 K, the spectrum of
CO/V/SiO2 shows a much narrower band (FWHM  10
cm1 ) at 2075 cm1 . In the spectrum also a broad feature appears between 1900 and 2200 cm1 . It is shown
below that this 2075 cm1 feature belongs to tricarbonyl species (V(CO)3 ). The background is assigned
to on-top site adsorption on larger aggregates [10].
When compared to the spectrum of CO on vanadia
particles grown at 300 K on the alumina ﬁlm, the difference is clearly visible [10]. There are numerous peaks
at various positions for CO/V/Al2 O3 . These peaks also
appear quite intense. No visible background is observed
for CO/V/Al2 O3 . The most intense peak on the alumina
supported particles at 2057 cm1 has previously been
assigned to tri-carbonyl species [10]. In the same study it
was shown that CO adsorption on large vanadium aggregates is not visible until higher vanadium coverages
are applied [10].
From Fig. 1 the inﬂuence of the support on the
growth of the particles can be inferred. The interaction
between vanadium particles and the silica substrate is
comparatively weaker than that of vanadium particles
on the alumina ﬁlm as evident from the appearance of
larger aggregates even when deposition is performed at
90 K (see Fig. 1). The large aggregates are present even
at a growth temperature of 60 K (see Fig. 2). The interpretation of the ﬁnding here is in line with another
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and an equimolar mixture of 12 CO and 13 CO are shown
in Fig. 3a. At low-to-medium CO exposures, 12 CO adsorption results in a peak at 2018 cm1 as discussed
above and shown in the top of the ﬁgure. A peak after
13
CO adsorption appears at 1973 cm1 at the equivalent
CO exposure (see the bottom of the ﬁgure). The peak
shift due to the isotope eﬀect is approximately 45 cm1 .
Adsorption of the isotopic mixture (12 CO + 13 CO) leads
to two peaks appearing at 2013 and 1970 cm1 and coinciding favorably with 12 CO and 13 CO bands. Furthermore, the intensity ratio of the doublet is approximately

Fig. 2. Vibrational spectra of CO adsorbed on silica-supported vanadium (0.03 MLV) grown at 60 K with varying CO exposure.

study [11] examining the role of the support on the
growth and properties of vanadium oxide particles. In
that study [11], the vanadium oxide particles interact
more strongly with the alumina ﬁlm than the silica ﬁlm
as inferred from the phonon spectra of the supported
particles. The defect densities on alumina and silica ﬁlms
appear not to be the determining parameter for the
observed diﬀerences [12].
3.2. V/SiO2 at 60 K
Because of the weak particle–substrate interaction of
V/SiO2 , the deposition was performed at 60 and 90 K in
order to increase the number of vanadium single atom
species. The evolution of the CO infrared spectra for
diﬀerent CO exposures at 60 K is displayed in Fig. 2.
For CO dosages between 0.02 and 0.20 L, a single peak
at 2018 cm1 dominates the spectra. Between 0.20 and
0.32 L CO exposures, a peak at 2075 cm1 and a broad
region (1900–2200 cm1 ) develop. The peak at 2075
cm1 then gains intensity and reaches a maximum at the
saturation coverage of CO while the peak at 2018 cm1
looses intensity and eventually disappears. In parallel to
the 2075 cm1 peak, the broad feature also gains maximum intensity at CO saturation exposure. Identiﬁcation of the 2018 and 2075 cm1 peaks is shown below via
an isotopic study.
As described previously elsewhere [7,8,10], Mx (CO)y
on a solid support where M is a metal atom and x and y
are stoichiometric ratios can be identiﬁed via adsorption
studies using isotopic mixtures. Spectra of 12 CO, 13 CO,

Fig. 3. (a) Infrared spectra of 12 CO, 13 CO and 12 CO + 13 CO at low CO
exposures adsorbed on V/SiO2 with the deposition temperature indicated on the left side of each spectrum. (b) Infrared of CO/V/SiO2 at
saturation CO coverage.
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1:1. Recalling results from Ne-matrix isolated vanadium monocarbonyls (VCO; x; y ¼ 1) [12] and from
VCO species grown on the alumina ﬁlm [10], the 12 CO
frequencies are 2034 cm1 for the former and 1931 cm1
for the latter. The 13 CO peaks of the Ne-matrix and the
alumina supported studies are observed at 1990 and
1880 cm1 , respectively. In both cases, the separation
between the two diﬀerent isotope peaks is 44 cm1 ,
agreeing well with the result seen on the silica ﬁlm. Thus,
the 2018 cm1 species found in this study is assigned to
vanadium monocarbonyl (VCO). It can be ruled out
that the 2018 cm1 peak emerges from Vx CO where
x P 2 because the frequency should appear in a much
lower region. The frequencies reported here and in the
literature [10,12,13] are also listed in Table 1. It can be
inferred from Table 1 that the frequencies of V12 CO
growth on the alumina and the silica ﬁlms are displaced
by 103 and 87 cm1 when compared to the value of the
corresponding Ne-matrix isolated monocarbonyl species
[12]. A relatively large shift in the frequency from the
isolated matrix case is reasonably explained by the metal–support interaction via charge transfer as shown.
Fig. 3b displays the vibrational spectra of 12 CO, 13 CO
and the isotope mixture adsorption at the CO saturation
coverage. The 12 CO frequency is observed at 2075 cm1
while the 13 CO peak shifts to 2028 cm1 . Furthermore,
the 12 CO + 13 CO mixture shows two additional peaks at
2061 and 2046 cm1 beside the 12 CO and 13 CO peaks.
The splitting of this 2075 cm1 peak into a quartet for
the isotope mixture suggests that this species is a tricarbonyl Vx (CO)3 which is conﬁrmed when compared
to spectra of V(CO)3 in a Ne-matrix studies [12] where
the signal is detected at 1911 cm1 .
Possible geometries of the V(CO)3 species on the
alumina ﬁlm were also discussed in details in the previous publication [10] and a C3v symmetry was suggested
in comparison with an isotope study of Sc(CO)3 [12]. On
the alumina ﬁlm, a peak separation of V(CO)3 of )15,
)14 and )17 cm1 was observed. In this study, the
displacements of the three isotope peaks from the 12 CO
peak are )14, )15 and )18 cm1 , agreeing well with the
quantities found for V(CO)3 on the alumina and the
isolated matrix Sc(CO)3 . The ratio of the peak intensities is estimated to be approximately 1:3:3:1, which is
consistent with the value predicted by statistical abundances. In summary, all indications point to a vanadium
tricabonyl species.

Table 1
12
CO and 13 CO stretching frequencies (cm1 ) for monocarbonyl and
tricarbonyl vanadium species in a Ne-matrix and deposited on a alumina ﬁlm and a silica ﬁlm [10,12,13]
Carbonyl

Ne-matrix [12,13]

V/Al2 O3

V/SiO2

VCO(12 C,13 C)
V(CO)3 (12 C,13 C)

1931,1888
1911,1869

2034,1990
2057,2011

2018,1973
2075,2028

Table 2
Charge state at the vanadium metal center in elementary unit (e) for
neutral and singly charged vanadium monocarbonyl according to ab
initio calculations [14–16]
Charged species

V charge state

Frequency (cm1 )

VCOþ
VCO
VCO

+0.87
+0.125
)0.5b

2143a
1931
1807

a
The value is estimated assuming a similar blue-shift of the VCOþ
frequency from that of VCO in Ar-matrix [13].
b
The charge state of VCO is estimated based on the results of Ni
and Pd monocarbonyls [17].

As discussed earlier, the large shift of the VCO frequency on the solid support cannot be solely explained
by matrix eﬀects. One has to account for the metal–
support interaction, which can be quantiﬁed in the form
of a charge state at the metal center. The frequencies of
alumina supported VCO were previously used to
quantify the amount of the charge transfer [10]. To
obtain the quantity, ﬁrst a correlation of the VCO frequencies obtained from the Ne-matrix study [12,13] and
the charge states at the metal center calculated by an ab
initio methods [14–16] were established. All the numbers
are listed in Table 2. Then, assuming a linear relationship between these two quantities, the charge of vanadium centers on the alumina ﬁlm was calculated to be
+0.5e for a growth temperature of 300 K and +0.2e after
deposition at 90 K. This diﬀerence was explained by
diﬀerent adsorption sites. At 300 K nucleation takes
place at defect sites whereas nucleation occurs at ‘regular’ sites at 90 K since the metal–support charge
transfer is governed by the charge state at the nucleation
site [10]. The amount of charge transfer between metal
centers and the support then modiﬁes the extent of
metal-to-CO p-back-donation, hence aﬀecting the VCO
frequency. Estimated in a similar manner, the amount of
charge transfer on the vanadium metal center deposited
on the silica ﬁlm is approximately +0.4e. However, it
should be pointed out here that there has not been any
conclusive evidence to support whether the nucleation of
the vanadium particles on the silica ﬁlm occurs at defect
or ‘regular’ sites. This remains an open issue and should
be investigated further in the future.

4. Conclusion
Vanadium single atoms were prepared successfully at
60 K on a well-ordered silica thin ﬁlm and characterized
by a combined IRAS and CO adsorption. CO adsorption of this system gives rise to a monocarbonyl species
at low CO exposure and a vanadium tricarbonyl at
saturation coverage, similar to the results obtained on
alumina-supported vanadium particles grown at 300 K.
Nevertheless, the metal–support interaction is weaker
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on the silica than on the alumina as inferred from the
CO adsorption experiments. The amount of the charge
transfer between vanadium metal atoms and the silica
support is estimated to be +0.4e.
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